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Warning: This video contains graphic content

Worldwide Exclusive: Embalmers Find Veins & Arteries Filled with Never Before Seen Rubbery Clots

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Richard Hirschman, a board-certi<ed embalmer and funeral director with more than 20 years of

experience, has come forward with some mysterious and disturbing <ndings. In the time period

since COVID-19 shots were rolled out, starting around the middle of 2021, Hirschman states that

he’s been <nding “strange clots” in the bodies of the deceased.

In a worldwide exclusive interview with the Dr. Jane Ruby Show, Hirschman describes unnatural,

<brous clots that are <lling vessels, making it diPcult for embalming to occur.  In the video above,

you can view the long, rubbery clots <rsthand. Warning: Some of the photos are graphic. “I’ve seen

a handful of these,” Hirschman says, referring to a clot he pulled from a body’s groin area, which is

nearly the length of the leg.

The clot was so alarming that Hirschman snapped a photo, explaining that he thought, “I’ve got to

take a picture of this because nobody is going to believe what this looks like.” At the time of the

photo, he had already pulled out a few other similarly large clots from other bodies.

Hirschman’s observations have been con<rmed by colleagues, including Cary Watkins, who has

more than 50 years of embalming experience. Not only does Watkins know Hirschman personally,

but he said he is a credible embalmer. Watkins witnessed Hirschman remove the strange clots from

a body and said he has never seen any clots like them in his <ve-decade career.

Strange White, Fibrous Clots: It ‘Just Isn’t Normal’

Steve Kirsch is doing a great job of compiling loads of information to refute the mainstream

media's narrative. If you are interested in learning the latest about COVID you need to subscribe to

his free Substack Newsletter. The two video interviews in this section are a good example of the

type of content you will receive when you subscribe.

“When I do the embalming, I have to go into the vein. And in order for the embalming process, I

have to allow blood to be drained. So I actually pulled this huge, long clot — <brous looking clot —

out prior to an embalming,” Hirschman said.

The beginning of the clot, which resembles a white, rubbery worm, appears red and like a normal

clot. But the majority of the clot is different; it’s composed of a white, <brous material. “It just isn’t

normal,” he said, adding:

“Typically, a blood clot is smooth; it’s blood that has coagulated together. But when you

squeeze it, or touch it or try to pick it up, it generally falls apart … you can almost squeeze it

between your Angers and get it back to blood again. But this white Abrous stuff is pretty

strong. It’s not weak at all. You can manipulate it, it’s very pliable. It’s not hard … it is not

normal. I don’t know how anybody can live with something like this inside of them.”

The person from whom the long clot in the video was pulled had received COVID-19 shots but

contracted COVID-19 anyway. They were released from a hospital after testing negative for SARS-

CoV-2, but died a few days later — “probably because he was full of blood clots,” Hirschman said.

He also had information from a reliable source that family members were upset because the man

had been released from the hospital despite still feeling sick, including suffering from diPculty

breathing and shortness of breath.

A second photo in the video shows what the clots looked like once Hirschman rinsed them off. “To

get a view of what’s inside of this, I could literally rinse these clots, rub the blood off of them, and

this white stuff holds strong. It does not dissolve. You can break it, but it’s stretchy.”  When he

spoke with his colleagues, they con<ded that they’re also seeing the same thing.

Another unusual aspect of the clots is that they’re being found in both veins and arteries. Typically,

clots aren’t found in arteries unless a person has been dead for several days, which wasn’t the case

when Hirschman found them.

‘It Looks Like Heartworms for People’

Hirschman and a colleague have pulled numerous <brous strings from bodies — a phenomenon

that he hasn’t seen before in his 20-plus year career. He described them as resembling worms while

a colleague said, “It looks like heartworms for people.” However, these are not worms or parasites.

As Hirschman said, he never saw one move. In a commentary, Dr. Robert Jay Rowen explained:

“I watched this video and it is frightening. This undertaker could not withdraw blood from

leg veins to inject formaldehyde to preserve the body. He explored and not only found clots,

which can be natural, but at the end of the clot he found dense white stringy material he

described as shaped like a worm, but I don’t want you to be misled that there could be a

parasite.

It looked like a twisted rope. You won’t believe this unless you see it. Worse, he found a few

in arteries which should never have anything like it due to high Jow. His colleagues are

reporting similar Andings to him since COVID vaccine advent.”

Hirschman said that January 2021 was the busiest he’s been in his career, which happened to

coincide with the rollout of COVID-19 shots. He didn’t see the white “wormy” structures right away,

but as he’s now seeing it increasingly often, he’s become concerned for the future.

Many of those affected were said to have died from a heart attack or stroke. “Most people will not

see what I see. Doctors, when they draw blood, they cannot see this stuff.” Hirschman intends to

have the substance chemically analyzed, adding it’s become so common that if he embalms four

bodies in a day, two of them will have the <brous clots.

Majority of Bodies Now Affected

Since November, Hirschman states that more than 50% of the bodies he embalms are affected by

the strange clots, and the trend appears to be on the rise:

“If this is caused by the vaccine, which my gut is telling me it is — I can’t prove that — if it is

caused by the vaccine, imagine the amount of people that will be dying in the future,

because people can’t live with this kind of substance Joating around in their vessels.

And it’s amazing how many people are dying of heart attack and stroke lately. If one of

these small, Abrous tissues gets up into the brain, they’re going to have a stroke. If it gets

into your heart, it’s going to lead you to a heart attack.”

One individual in his 50s, who Hirschman embalmed, died of a heart attack and had the white,

<brous clots. His wallet was on him, and as Hirschman checked for personal effects, he noticed the

man’s COVID-19 vaccine card there.

“He has been super busy with his embalming business since the vaccine rollout,” Rowen said. “He

never saw it before 2020 in 20 years of work. He doesn’t know if they all were vaccinated. The rate

of this occurrence seems to be increasing in the past few months from 50% to 80% of the bodies.”

In the last month, Hirschman said, out of 35 people he embalmed, 24 had the clots. He’s hesitant to

reveal the <ndings to family members of the victims, as he doesn’t want to start a panic. However, if

the composition of the <brous material can be uncovered, he’s hopeful that something could be

done to stave off the damage and save people’s lives.

Shots Double Risk of Acute Coronary Syndrome

Rare blood clots continue to be reported as adverse reactions to COVID-19 shots.  In one example,

17-year-old Everest Romney received his <rst dose of the P<zer shot, and experienced extreme

swelling in his arm and neck that night.  Two days later, the previously healthy athlete was unable

to lift his head due to the pain and swelling. A pediatrician dismissed the concerns, blaming them

on a sports injury.

His mother insisted on a CT scan, which revealed a blood clot inside his jugular vein on the same

side he got the shot. Rare blood clots in his brain were also later revealed. He ended up in the ICU,

where doctors still refused to acknowledge that the clots could be linked to the shot.

A study published in the November 16, 2021, issue of the journal Circulation is also especially

relevant given Hirschman’s testimony. The study concluded that “the mRNA vacs dramatically

increase infammation on the endothelium and T cell in<ltration of cardiac muscle and may account

for the observations of increased thrombosis, cardiomyopathy, and other vascular events following

vaccination.”

People who had been jabbed more than doubled their risk of acute coronary syndrome (ACS), an

umbrella term that includes not only heart attacks, but also a range of other conditions involving

abruptly reduced blood fow to your heart. Signs and symptoms of ACS typically begin very

suddenly and include:

Chest pain/discomfort, often described as aching, pressure, tightness or burning sensations

Pain that radiates from your chest to your shoulders, arms, upper abdomen, back, neck and/or

jaw

Nausea and/or vomiting

Indigestion

Shortness of breath

Sudden heavy sweating

Lightheadedness, dizziness and/or fainting

Unusual or inexplicable fatigue

Patients who received a two-dose regimen of mRNA more than doubled their <ve-year ACS risk,

driving it from an average of 11% to 25%. In a November 21, 2021, tweet, cardiologist Dr. Aseem

Malhotra wrote:

“Extraordinary, disturbing, upsetting. We now have evidence of a plausible biological

mechanism of how mRNA vaccine may be contributing to increased cardiac events. The

abstract is published in the highest impact cardiology journal so we must take these

Andings very seriously.”

Fibrinolytic Enzymes May Help

If you’ve received a COVID-19 injection and are suffering from any shot-induced symptoms, the

Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Working Group’s (FLCCC) I-RECOVER  protocol for long-haul

COVID syndrome has been used to treat shot-induced symptoms with similar success.

The protocol can be downloaded in full,  and gives you step-by-step instructions on how to treat

long-haul COVID syndrome and/or reactions from COVID-19 injections. Further, if you’ve been

injected and want to reduce your risk of any potential complications, there are a few basic

strategies I would advise.

1. Make certain you measure your vitamin D level and take enough vitamin D orally (typically

about 8,000 units/day for most adults) and/or get sensible sun exposure to make sure your

level is 60 to 80 ng/ml (150 to 200 nmol/l).

2. Eliminate all vegetable (seed) oils in your diet, which involves eliminating nearly all processed

foods and most meals in restaurants unless you can be sure the chef is cooking only with

butter. Avoid any sauces or salad dressings in restaurants, as they are loaded with seed oils.

Also avoid chicken and pork, as they are rich in linoleic acid, the omega-6 fat that nearly

everyone consumes far too much of and contributes to oxidative stress that causes heart

disease.

3. Consider taking around 500 milligrams a day of NAC, as it helps prevent blood clots and is a

precursor for your body to produce the important antioxidant glutathione.

4. Hirschman recommended daily aspirin, but consider <brinolytic enzymes instead, which digest

the <brin that leads to blood clots, strokes and pulmonary embolisms. The dose is typically

two, twice a day, but must be taken on an empty stomach, either an hour before or two hours

after a meal. Otherwise, the enzymes will digest your food and not the <brin in the blood clot.

For even more options, the World Council for Health, a worldwide coalition of health-focused

organizations and civil society groups that seek to broaden public health knowledge, has released a

spike protein detox guide full of natural remedies that may help support your health.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has <nally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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The CDC and other institutional agencies are subject to BigPharma and the entire deep state apparatus and only want to boost the

"vaccine" reinforcements and cover up the damage and deaths. As Steve Kirsch reports in Substack , up to 65% of cases are affected,

while this evidence is being totally ignored by the press and the medical community, as well as by the CDC and other HHS agencies.

Strong evidence that people are being killed and constitutes a crime against humanity as reported by the Grand Jury. This cover-up

included the deletion of Department of Defense data commented on by Dr, Malone. www.bitchute.com/.../8TyP36dUOrcN  

How many young people are dying from blood clots? How many children's hearts will be damaged for life by myocarditis? As Richard

Hirschman comments, younger people tend to be cremated, so he won't see those cases. Richard also tells us that he talks to 15

classmates and they see the same thing as him, but they don't speak in public. None of his embalming friends who have seen the data

plan to receive more COVID vaccines. School oPcials are also afraid to reveal the high rates of myocarditis in their schools. For

example, Nikki Daniels, Principal of Monte Vista Christian School, doesn't talk about the four cases of myocarditis at her small private

school (which translates to a myocarditis rate she would estimate to be more than 1 in 100).

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../over-half-the-deaths-seen-by-this  (07/02/2022)
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Embalmers Find Veins and Arteries Filled With Rubbery Clots
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

Richard Hirschman, a board-certi<ed embalmer, has been <nding “strange clots” in the bodies of the deceased since the rollout of COVID-19 shots$

Hirschman describes, and has photographed, unnatural, <brous clots that are <lling vessels and veins, making it diPcult for embalming to occur; his

colleagues have had similar experiences <nding the <brous clots

$

Many of those affected were said to have died from a heart attack or stroke$

Since November, Hirschman states that more than 50% of the bodies he embalms are affected by the strange clots$

If you’ve been injected, consider <brinolytic enzymes on an empty stomach, which digest the <brin that leads to blood clots, strokes and pulmonary

embolisms
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Heart attacks are up 25% in Scotland since covid shocks were introduced. So-called "experts" say they are puzzled by a sudden

rise in heart attack cases in Scotland since the Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines" were released to the general public. Other reports

speak of a 20% increase in cancers and many neurological diseases, in addition to many other serious pathologies. "The Spike

protein is designed to bind to Ace-2 (ace2 releases endogenous anticoagulants), attaching to it like a harpoon and rendering it

nonfunctional," https://archive.is/5adjl  , As Dr. Mercola reports: “Clotting and/or hemorrhaging is due to the fact that your

immune system will attack and destroy the cells inside your vascular system that produce spike protein.” Recently, two high

school basketball players died on the same day, at a Black Swan event.

Both exhibited symptoms consistent with a vaccine-caused death.

www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/lightning-strikes-twice-two..  ( 02/14/2022) A Western Australian police oPcer

was admitted to hospital following an adverse reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine that saw her suffer a stroke caused by blood

clots. The oPcer con<rmed in a Facebook post that doctors concluded her transient ischemic attack was an "adverse effect of

the COVID vaccine." A large-scale peer-reviewed Scottish study published in the BMJ in August, involving just over 29 million

people from the UK, found that for 15 to 21 days after receiving a P<zer jab, one person had 1, 12 times more likely to have an

ischemic stroke and 3.58 times more likely to develop cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, another form of clot that can also lead

to stroke. www.theepochtimes.com/west-australian-police-oPcer-told-by-doctors-s..
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Gui as much as those who are in a position in the general public to know are afraid to speak out, the overwhelming evidence

already available is being joined by the larger tsunami wave to come is saying all we need to know. Trudeau can shut down the

whole of Canada if he can get away with it, he can't shut down the Jab/s Dis-ease Death Toll, the time released Jab/s Pandemic.

Neither can Biden in the States or anyone else who has drank the Kool-Aid. As bad as the destructive effects of the Lockdown

Pandemic were, are nothing as to what may be coming. Along with the stealth menu of dis-eases delivered through the Jab/s, is

the move to transfer massive wealth, power & control.

The link in Doc's things you need to know, Blackrock Portfolio Manager Exposes P<zer Fraud, gets right into the crust of the

biscuit. Right now, just the scrambling by P<zer & it's executives to dampen down the wave of negatives already known & will

affect their bottom line is telling. The fact some of their own executives are refusing the Jab/s or boosters. One presumes

they've seen what little the early trial studies showed says plenty. But Ed Dowd gets into the massive many decades' schemes to

transfer the publics Pensions, Social Security, Savings, Life Insurance Policy's to themselves & claim <nancial crisis.

To force a digital currency & surveillance system. This could be the bigger crisis. However, as Dowd is pointing out, they have

been caught. This can make all the difference. The fact to many are afraid to speak out usually mean people will work under the

radar, if & where they can. As has been said many times before; The best laid plans of mice and men, run astray. The link as

requested. blogs.mercola.com/sites/vitalvotes/archive/2022/02/17/blackrock-portfo..  Great catch rrealrose ; )
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Gui; I don't see many people even questioning WHY there is a "need" to inject every person on the planet with an untested and

experimental shot "for your health and safety". There are apparently, millions of healthy people, who don't seem to realize that

they are already healthy - having no need for Big Pharma's 'help!'
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As to the article; Dr Campbell with European data on Myocarditis https://youtu.be/Hb1Xm1uaedU  Plus; Oopsie - blood clot risk

it seems buried to avoid safety studies and to get Emergency Use Authorization & zero libiality https://youtu.be/PiLZqb1Mj9I
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Yes, Just, your comment denounces a great reality. P<zer's fraud is evidenced by its trials and above all by the deaths and

serious damage caused by its "vaccine". Dr. Michael Yeadon, a former vice president of pharmaceutical giant P<zer who now

works as scienti<c director of America's Frontline Doctors, said there is "clear evidence of fraud" at P<zer. study claiming the

company's Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines" are 95 percent effective against Chinese fu. Commenting on an article that appeared

in The Lancet and criticizing a documentary that analyzed the P<zer ePcacy study, Yeadon says that the distinction made in the

<lm between relative risk reduction and absolute risk reduction is "accurate."

americasfrontlinedoctors.org/2/frontlinenews/former-p<zer-vp-clear-ev..  

According to the documents, there were a total of 42,086 adverse reaction case reports: 25,379 medically con<rmed cases and

16,707 medically uncon<rmed cases. There were a total of 158,893 events. According to a Waking Times report, those cases

resulted in 1,223 deaths. More than 25,000 of the reported events were classi<ed as “nervous system disorders.”

thekylebecker.substack.com/p/the-fda-produced-<rst-batch-of-con<dent..  Now P<zer appears to be panicking after a federal

judge ruled the company cannot delay the release of documents requested by the media and organizations regarding clinical

trials used to justify the rapid distribution of jabs. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/p<zer-fda-lose-bid-delay-release-..

 (07/02/2022)
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Yes, Randy, they are healthy but unfortunately their minds have not withstood mass-forming psychosis is a form of

brainwashing and mind control by the deep state media and they are suffering from Stockholm Syndrome, but millions more are

experiencing something very different. It's called London Syndrome, a condition in which abductees refuse to do what their

captors ask of them. We saw it last week when thousands of Americans participated in the Defeat the Mandate rally. The

“Freedom Convoy,” as truckers aptly dubbed it, has captured the world's attention. Freedom of expression and refusal to be

vaccinated are the goals.
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AUTOPSIES SHOW: VACCINATING TEENS FOR COVID IS LITERALLY ‘HEARTBREAKING’ Autopsies of two teenage boys who

died days after receiving P<zer’s COVID vaccine prove the vaccine caused their deaths. Pathological <ndings suggest there may

be a way to distinguish SARS-COV-2 infection-induced myo/pericarditis from vaccine-induced cardiac injury. Vaccine-induced

heart injury can be sub-clinical, but how often? Histopathological examination of their cardiac tissue revealed an important new

<nding: Neither heart demonstrated evidence of typical myocarditis.

Instead, the authors found evidence of microscopic changes consistent with a different form of heart injury called toxic

cardiomyopathy. They wrote: “The myocardial injury seen in these post-vaccine hearts is different from typical myocarditis and

has an appearance most closely resembling a catecholamine-mediated stress (toxic) cardiomyopathy.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/autopsies-vaccinating-teens-covid-..  (02/18/2022)
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I think the Milgram's Experiment on Obedience to Authority, is what is going on with the masses. "Sixty-<ve percent (65%) of the

teachers were willing to progress to the maximum voltage level." Sixty <ve percent is about the percentage of compliance, when

you factor out children who have no choice. nature.berkeley.edu/.../article35.htm
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Thanks, NET, interesting. The Milgram experiment represents one of the social psychology experiments of greatest interest to

criminology when it comes to demonstrating the fragility of human values in the face of blind obedience to authority. The

principle of obedience to authority has been defended in our civilizations as one of the pillars on which society is sustained. On

a general level, it is obedience to authority that allows the protection of the subject, however, the exacerbated obedience can be

a double-edged sword when the handy speech of "he only obeyed orders" exempts from responsibilities and disguises impulses

as duty sadists.

Conformity with the group seems to be a support for this experiment by stating that a subject who does not have the ability or

knowledge to make decisions, in the face of a crisis) will transfer the decisions to the group. Another support seems to be the

objecti<cation that refers to the essence of obedience is that the person is perceived only as an instrument for the realization of

the wishes of the other person and therefore is not considered responsible for their actions. Thus this "transformation" of

self-perception has occurred, all the essential characteristics of obedience occur. When the subject obeys the dictates of

authority, his conscience stops working and an abdication of responsibility occurs.
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Regarding the trust of authority. In a Feb. 16 tweet, the Centers for the CDC said a large percentage of nasal swab PCR tests for

COVID-19 ultimately underwent genome sequencing analysis, raising red fags among some people. about the genetic privacy

of individuals who took such tests. The CDC says they analyze the genetic sequences of SARS-CoV-2 from these laboratories to

identify and compare variants, monitor their spread, and assess the potential impact on medical treatments and vaccines.

However, the CDC's comments come at a time of increased mistrust of the pronouncements of public health authorities. A

January 2022 NBC News poll found that only 44% of Americans trust what the CDC says, down from 69% since April, while only

13% of Americans actively distrusted coronavirus messages from CDC at the time, 43 percent actively distrusted him as of

January 2022. Distrust of Fauci also decreased.

www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-10-percent-chance-for-genomic-sequencing-of-.. (02/17/2022)
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Yep.. Lifting Their Legs Up, Helps To Drain The Graphene Oxide Out Of Their Ears www.bitchute.com/.../cQROxyxT13F3

 Suddenly Dropping Dead – Is The New Normal www.bitchute.com/.../ulQhOmlqGZDh  New Extended Footage Of Comedian-

[Graphenated] Heather McDonald’s Collapse & Interview www.bitchute.com/.../wh3uqAW0Al3Y  Graphene Oxide In The

FrankenVaxx – Increases The Effects Of The Gravity Field www.bitchute.com/.../3uVMY4fCEX1S  Kansas City Breaks

129-Year-Old Snowfall Record; Denver Off To Its Snowiest Start To A Year On Record; + Historic Accumulations Continue To

Build In Japan – February 18, 2022  electroverse.net/kansas-city-snow-record-denver-snowiest-year-historic..  Embalmers Find

Veins and Arteries Filled With Rubbery Clots [you are here]  Countries Are Getting Ready For The Mass Death Event, THE UK,

USA, FEMA, from COVID Vaccines – 7 months, 2 weeks ago www.bitchute.com/.../B7iAHaFh7YuG  Anyone making the

connections yet?  Wake.The.***.Up www.bitchute.com/.../pjOFxoXgaikF
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Gui equally heartbreaking would be parents who either cannot face their children should not have had the Jab/s, or even those

who do realize it but the revelation came too late.
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Thank you Robert. Scientists in the UK recently carried out a forensic examination of the contents of the Wuhan coronavirus

"vaccines" which led them to discover that the mysterious fuid is loaded with graphene oxide. They learned that these graphene

nanomaterials are capable of penetrating the body's natural barriers, including the blood-brain barrier. This can damage the

central nervous system and internal organs, as well as destroy the health of the blood, trigger cancer and cause permanent

changes in gene function. A British doctor who was damaged by vaccines came forward in December to help the investigation.

The <nal report, entitled “Qualitative Evaluation of Inclusions in Moderna, AstraZeneca, and P<zer Covid-19 vaccines,” was

presented to the police involved with U.K. Criminal Case 6029679/21, which the authors say constitutes more than enough

reasonable suspicion, if not veri<able evidence, that serious indictable offenses have been committed with regard to the

administration of these experimental “treatments.”

ukcitizen2021.org/Case_Brie<ng_Document_and_lab_report_Ref_AUC_101_Re..

 | dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/13/uk-lab-con<rms-graphene-in-covid-vaccines/  (02/13/2022)
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Yes, Just, it must be very painful to see a child sick for life: "As cases of post-COVID vaccine myocarditis explode, especially

among teen boys, doctors say public health oPcials' claims that the heart problem is “mild” is a “frightening lie.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/children-risk-lifelong-health-prob..
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Very interesting, here is the latest Version 10 of the covid-19 clotting notes I briefy put together, it gives a new link

unfortunately each time I update drive.internxt.com/c233150fa58dbd009363  From the research it seemed that the spike

protein ALONE, without any infectious virus, was found to be able to set off pro infammatory signalling typical of the cytokine

storm through the CD147 receptor and without any direct infection/binding to the cells themselves required at all and this can

lead to clotting and other mentioned negative effects of the vaccine including being linked to the heart problems and increase

of cancer invasion and spread (metastasis). There has also been a few studies showing that antibodies also can contribute to

the clotting which may be due to an increase of complement which further increases NLRP3 activation so I just added that as

well.
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Thanks Data, regarding the CD147 protein. In this article, the administration of melatonin for its anti-infammatory, antioxidant,

immunomodulatory, sleep-inducing effects, suppressors of CD147, Mpro, p65 and MMP9 proteins, reducers of nephrotoxicity

and highly effective and safe. Conclusions: (1) melatonin has anti-infammatory, antioxidant, immunomodulatory and inhibitory

activity of Mpro and MMP9 proteins. (2) It has been shown to have a wide margin of safety. (3) The reviewed contributions

make it an effective therapeutic alternative in the treatment of SARS-CoV-2 infection. www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2022)
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There is no doubt in the mind of any rational and informed person these jabs are the power tools of the most massive crime

against humanity in recorded history. And I suspect the pigeons are just beginning to come home to roost. Time to read up on

Medieval Europe in the wake of the plague, that's where we're heading soon.
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Well de<ned, balhawk, governments have no scruples, only an excessive desire to govern for their own interests following the

dictates of the globalist elite. We have true lovers of power and money among the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the

institutional entities, the information media moved by the strings of big capital. They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on

innocent lives by indifferent, sel<sh, irresponsible parasitic criminals. We are in a war where the powerful seek more wealth and

power while the oppressed shed their blood with biological weapons and political and medical corruption in hospitals.

Let's trust your public condemnation.. GRAND JURY DAY 3: DR. BRYAN ARDIS EXPOSES FAUCI LETHAL MEDICAL DEMANDS.

Fauci, Remdesivir, the Death of Innocent Seniors in New York Nursing Homes, Dr. Bryan Ardis unleashes a non-stop trainwreck

on the shoddy and lethal medical recommendations of Anthony Fauci.

rumble.com/vuy8uj-grand-jury-day-3-dr.-bryan-ardis-exposes-fauci-letha..  (02/14/2022) NEXT LIVESTREAM COUNTDOWN: -

Feb/19/2022 | Topic: Injections - Feb/20/2022. Financial Destruction - Feb/26/2022. Eugenics + closing arguments and outlook

https://grand-jury.net/
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juststeve, re Dr Campbell, he has done a couple of talks on the need to aspirate when vaccinating. When not done properly, it

could well be the cause of some of the adverse reactions. He is the only person I have heard to address this topic.

 www.youtube.com/watch
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seedsaver37, Well just how much of a problem could this be with the One Size Doesn't Fit All Vaccines, or any other injections?
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I saw these videos and It is obvious why the deaths have occured, but I don't know how they could have been as <lled with those clots

to begin with to not have dropped even sooner. How can anyone even function with clots like that? It is very disturbing and I have seen

other videos with even worse. I feel really sorry for those athletes and all because of them being mandated to have the "Jab" in order

to pay. I can't get over that the one's responsible aren't even in Jail for these horri<c crimes against people. This whole thing has to be

stopped !  To think this was planned at least 20 years ago if not longer ??? How could ones be so Insane to do this to their fellow man.

Not enough tears for all the lives and the heartache I have felt for all the families, especially the children and infants. Just too much to

bear.
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the clots accumulate and increase after the death of the victim
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Planned since the late 1950s.
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It culminated in Event 201, on October 18, 2019, at the Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security, in Baltimore, Maryland,

sponsored by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the WEF, the corporatocracy that represents Big Arms, Big Pharma and Big

Money and the John Hopkins Institute, mark a reality that it was necessary to create a virus to achieve the "Great Reset" The

<rst "symptom" of COVID-19 was the total takeover of the media globally. As people consume a constant stream of appalling

news, anxiety levels continue to rise, creating an ideal context for the introduction of restrictive measures and a step-by-step

approach to Global Governance.

In the words of David Rockefeller: “… The world is now more sophisticated and ready to march towards a world government. The

supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to the national self-determination

practiced in past centuries." The Covid crisis is a sophisticated instrument of the power elites. A carefully planned intelligence

operation. using "deception and counter-deception. In Diana Johnstone's words, it is "The Global Pretext". An unelected

"public-private partnership" under the auspices of the WEF has come to the rescue of the 7.8 billion people on planet Earth.

the world economy is presented as a means to "kill the virus" In the <rst link, the 14-chapter electronic book that recounts the

events of the creation of this false pandemic and the objectives of the Great Reset THE 2020 WORLDWIDE CORONA CRISIS:

DESTROYING CIVIL SOCIETY, ENGINEERED ECONOMIC DEPRESSION, GLOBAL COUP D’ÉTAT AND THE “GREAT RESET” Global

Research E-Book, Center for Research on Globalization (CRG)

www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (02/18/2022)
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GUI, In 2010 Obama signed America up for the ID2020 program which is Identity Tech injected under the skin. They tested it in

Austin, Texas as well as Bangladesh and Thailand. I suspect the Gates events in 2019 were based on updated ID2020 tech.

Since covid rolled out I’ve not heard anything about it.
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Yes, katndognco, the ID2020 program was supported by the Rockefeller Foundation, the WEF, and lGAVI and aims to inject every

human being with microchips that can be accessed remotely using 5G and later 6G technologies. . The program's private

partners include many Big Pharma names like Johnson & Johnson (J&J), GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Merck & Co. and, of course,

the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Also on January 29, the German parliament rati<ed the implementation of the ID2020

Agenda, the next phase of the global launch of the Mark of the Beast that began in the wake of the Wuhan coronavirus

"pandemic". This centralized general electronic data collection program will pro<le all citizens of Germany and grant access to

all government agencies, police departments and agencies as well as the private sector.

www.globalresearch.ca/implanted-vaccine-package-id-germanys-parliament..
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Fast and pray that God destroys these evil companies just like Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed.
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what I can't understand is why the enbalmer Hirscman did not immediately seek laboratory assistance to ascertain the contents of this

white stringy substance ?? - to speculate about this substance when the capacity to reveal the make up of this immunity overload

excrescence would be step one to PROVE that this is a by product of synthetic gene therapy {mRNA} - the organism is reacting to the

iatrogenic interference - this is a smoking gun that just carries on SMOKING - get this killer substance analysed and pin it down - what

is Hirschman waiting for ??
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Yes, Stan, as happens with all the damage caused by genetic weapons called "vaccines", disinformation and occultism is the

main defense weapon of the Pharmaceutical Ma<a and its institutional allies. What he is interested in is saying that the deaths

are due to Covid, not due to “vaccines”, the reality is quite the opposite. Richard Hirschman in Hirschman's article I posted on

February 7, I wrote that Naseem Ferdowsi was doing a fact check for PolitiFact. Richard predicted what he would say and I

pointed out the reasons why his arguments were completely wrong and did not <t the facts. The Poynter Institute released a

version of its "fact check" on February 10, also titled No Scienti<c Evidence That Vaccines Are Responsible for the Rare Blood

Clots Observed by Embalmers.

Fact checking failed to explain the observed evidence. He did not address any of the points that Richard raised. Also

unsurprisingly, the CDC is not investigating the serious problem of blood clots, nor is the corrupt media even though clots

appear to be a leading cause of death in the United States and may explain the completely unexpected increase. and

unexplained 40% of deaths of people under 65 reported by OneAmerica

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/fact-checks-fail-to-explain-way-the?r=o7iqo..
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stanleybecker
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Gui - the ENEMY would never bother to ascertain the cause of the events that they knowingly and premeditatively have initiated

{with this poisonous inoculation} - so the onus rests with the victims to end the speculation by limiting "speculation" as part of

the offensive by the ENEMY - after two years of this warfare you would think that a simple investigation of a substance that

could solve the "DOUBT" factor would be SWIFTLY undertaken - Time is crucial - now is the time to be speci<c and stop avoiding

the Emperor's nakedness by skirting around the facts - the input from the enbalmers should be another nail in Pharma's coPn

not some speculative Pharma "get out" like their favored term "COINCIDENCE'"
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As.I.see.it
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Stan, you are right on. It was a disappointment that the analysis hadn't been already done. Hopefully, Dr. Mercola can release

that info when it becomes available.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe no "medical professional" wants to risk being the <rst to publish... The guy out front is the <rst one shot. On the other

hand, I too am surprised how old this story is - without any investigation. Maybe Mike Adams would have something to say?
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Good point. Why speculate? Let it be known. However he’d probably be shut down and cancelled.
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Exactly, Stanley. Hirscman should have immediately had the substance analyzed. We should be told what is accumulating in

vaxxed people's veins. If this information can get out, maybe people will stop getting the kill shot.
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This has been identi<ed and analyzed in the EU - follow Dr Bhakdi online videos, you will get more answers from pathologists.

He teamed up with Prof. Arne Burkholdt, who came out of retirement to autopsy a number of people of all ages. Their initial

death certi<cate found no apparent cause. Upon autopsy, Arne was <nding causes only a highly experienced pathologist could

identify, beyond the normal for sure.
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Meanwhile, Stan, several great links for you and everyone today! * * * * * * * * First off, here's Glenn Beck recounting the Dark

Money invading our political system and our government: "EXPOSED: Who’s REALLY Running the Biden Administration | Glenn

TV" - www.bitchute.com/.../ugehe1IGmTf4  approx 40 min. long * * * * * * *And second, this video interview is going viral on

bituchute, posted it late yesterday: "BlackRock Whistleblower Who Predicted The Crash Of Moderna Breaks New Bombshell Info

| Infowars" - www.bitchute.com/.../9ZQxwTO3EahS  this may be a 1-hr segment and was getting about 1k views per hr.

But this is not the primary posting location, so who knows how many views it is getting, eh?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Had been

posting earlier interviews of this investment stock picker, starting with his initial, brief talk w Steve Bannon in his War Room

show last week. If anyone watching these is still waiting for the US govt to save us, the taxpayers, that ain't gonna happen. Yes,

we are the prey. Add in the Glenn Beck info, who makes the in<ltration of most branches of govt. clear. Stop waiting for it

because NO White Knight(s) will come from inside the DC beltway.
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And another 5 hrs from the Berlin Corona Committee today- starting off in the <rst 15 minutes with a brief clip of Dr Robt

Malone admitting to Tucker Carlson that at some point, he realized his technology is being used as a tool to distract and enact

Totalitarian Control: Session 92: Of the Big and the Small 18/02/2022 - www.bitchute.com/.../kekTe62YdgyA  - all you want is

the <rst 15 minutes...until you have more time.
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Stan, Hirschman is probably waiting for 24/7/365 protection...as is most everyone else who we think should step forward and

start talking. There is NO government organization (other than laws, ordinances, executive orders--and these laws, etc., are

arbitrary now) to protect ANYONE OUTSIDE OF GOVERNMENT. We are left alone to protect ourselves. Protecting yourself will

get you killed, but at least publically if that makes any difference now-a-days. Rittenhouse comes to mind. My educated guess

is RIttenhouse was a lesson learned. He will never happen again, instead any new Rittenhouses will be killed on site and

immediately. Thus all the rest of the self protectionist will become, before and after death, white supremacists, racist, Proud

Boys or whatever the of the day slander is....
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Yes, very important to analyze this stuff. Hirschman probably didn't think of that, but I applaud his courage to go public with

such info in the <rst place.  What I'd like to see above all would be examination of people who got these jabs and are still living

for such bizarre vascular issues. There MUST be.
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No wonder there have been no autopsies on the Covid deaths or deaths after vaccination.
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yes, that would contradict the SAFE and EFFECTIVE propaganda narrative, wouldn't it ??
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Nor complaints by those who see blood clots. Richard Hirschman also tells us that he talks to 15 classmates and they see the

same thing as him, but they don't speak in public. None of his embalming friends who have seen the data plan to receive more

COVID vaccines. Furthermore, as The Defender reported, the CDC-imposed guidelines for reporting COVID deaths represent an

ethically questionable departure from the previously established industry standard, with coroners and others suspiciously

instructed to de<ne "deaths involving COVID-19." as "deaths with con<rmed or suspected COVID-19". 90.2% fewer deaths would

have been attributed to COVID, if deaths were not being manipulated.

They are all manipulations and misinformation to sell more vaccines. As has happened in the past, CDC experts have advised

framing a given fu season as more "deadly" to generate demand for fu vaccines. The CDC also made fu deaths magically

disappear for this fu season. The CDC created a new category of death from pneumonia, infuenza, and COVID-19 to group

those causes together. The inaccurate results produced by the hospitals were so effective, thanks to being highly infated, that

some health oPcials pleased them with the frightening-sounding data because it resulted in mask mandates, "vaccine"

mandates, school closures, and other forms of tyranny.
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GUI - I have come to the conclusion that the ENEMY controls the media that the Masses so blindly and kneejerkingly accept as

Gospel - this implies that through the media Mass Control and herd decision making is realized - if the Devil's Box is so decisive

in the Group Mind and its attitudes and decision making then critical thought becomes impossible as the herd follows and

OBEYS the dictates of media "authority" that is conveyed by the ENEMIE'S main Control Center {YOUR TV} - if you watch the

"news" on TV you have become a subliminal prisoner of the ENEMY and you march to their tune
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stanleybecker's NEW WURLD DICTIONARY Safe and Effective: "unsafe and ineffective" Useless to Deadly "safe and effective"
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It's clearly a cover-up to keep more people getting these death jabs. Clear as day.
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Randyfast
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I know of this and I will read the article. First; I need everyone to watch this short clip - especially Canadians! We are about to lose

whatever "rights and freedoms" that we have left, if the TRAITOR TRUDEAU gets his way. For those keeping up; you already know that

he has invoked the "War Measures Act", against a group of truckers and supporters, holding the most peaceful protest ever! I am not

"racist" (a term that both Trudeau and the medial love to throw around) in any way. I have nothing but respect for ANY good person.

The fact is (I've alluded to this many times) that Trudeau sold out Canada to the Chinese, years ago.

The clip below, leaves no question of where his loyalties lie! The out of control construction, everywhere I look (in spite of the fact that

we are in the middle of an 'alleged' pandemic), is evidence of this. When you look at the signage in front of these sites and every single

one of them includes Chinese lettering (symbols); how can you deny that it's all being built (with Chinese money) - not only for the

Chinese people who are already here; but the millions more that Trudeau will be bringing in? The following clip (right from the horse's

mouth), leaves absolutely no doubt of where this piece of <lth's loyalties lie.

Sometimes; it's diPcult to <nd 'proof' of what we know. Here is the PROOF! This traitor MUST be removed; or Canada will end up

exactly like communist China; with all citizens being tracked everywhere they go, being subject to "Social Credit" scores that will

determine whether or not they will be allowed to participate in "society". The U.S. and other countries will be sure to follow! The people

in that captive audience, applauding this traitor - is disgusting! This falls right in line with the global agenda of the WEF!

twitter.com/.../1493499803137097731
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, this is what we want for Justin Trudeau and Ontario Premier Doug Ford, who made good on their promise to use force to

end a trucker protest seeking an end to a futile COVID-19 vaccine mandate. 19. The implications with communist ideas is an

aggravating circumstance: JUSTIN TRUDEAU IS GOING TO PRISON BUT WHAT WILL IT COST CANADA AND CANADIANS TO

ATTAIN JUSTICE? rumble.com/vuv5ii-justin-trudeau-is-going-to-prison-but-what-will-it-c..  (02/13/2022) Justin Trudeau went

full communist psychopath against the Freedom Convoy JUSTIN TRUDEAU DECLARES CANADIAN FREEDOM TRUCKERS

TERRORISTS!? | LOUDER WITH CROWDER rumble.com/vv38il-justin-trudeau-declares-canadian-freedom-truckers-te..

 (02/16/2022)

Heavily armed police using armored vehicles and brandishing automatic weapons while also deploying snipers at a Freedom

Convoy protest has never been violent, moved to clear an international bridge of trucks, drivers and supporters after all had

essentially been labeled 'terrorists' and 'threats to the national economic interest' by people who locked down their economies

for nearly two years. jonathanturley.org/2022/02/14/free-speech-becomes-roadkill-in-the-crac..  (02/14/2022) TRUCKER

PROTEST HOLDING LINE DISMISSAL POLICE INFRINGING ON LIBERTIES

rumble.com/vvab9i-trucker-protest-holding-line-despite-police-infringi..  (02/18/2022) LARA TRUMP: THE CANADIAN

TRUCKER PROTEST IS BIGGER THAN CANADA rumble.com/vv60db-lara-trump-the-canadian-trucker-protest-is-bigger-th..

 (02/18/2022)
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Randyfast
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Thanks for the reply and the links, Gui. Have you ever witnessed such utter insanity and tyranny? These criminals destroy our

"rights and freedoms for over two years; then have the audacity to claim that they are doing all this for our rights and freedoms!
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Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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What is being done to Canadian trucker's bank accounts, insurance & more coming to you! https://youtu.be/8AK1b9Cx_QY  With

so much exposed maybe the levees will be breaking on the Predator$. https://youtu.be/JM3fodiK9rY
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks, Steve. I'm well aware of this. They're following the Chinese model for the "future" of humanity, all the way! It's evil and

disgusting! What happened to our "laws" - "rights and freedoms"? When they start referring to law abiding citizens as "terrorists"

- you know we have a real problem!
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Randy, so sorry for your losses...doubt this will be a permanent condition, hopefully more Canadians north of our border wake

up, smell the coffee and notice their freedoms slipping away into communism.
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Rreal; unfortunately, in BC, there's not a lot of waking up going on. There are; however, hoards of Lemmings walking around 'in

nature' with their faces covered!
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I will be absent for awhile. I'm trying to reinstall windoze on one of my laptops; so I can get my income tax return in. There

doesn't seem to be any free online package for Linux! If it were not for this; I wouldn't have anything to do with microshaft!
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Clipped from online...a 2020 tip from an Intuit blog site: No, but you can install vmware on linux, then install windows under

vmware, then run turbotax on the vmware windows client. Linux is free, and vmware is free as long as you are using it as a

private individual, and not on the job. Turbotax is the _only_ reason that I have a vmware windows client, and I wish Intuit would

get their act together and create a linux app. With the demise of Windows 7, it's clear that windows' days are numbered.

Microsoft has even created an environment to run linux on windows (docs.microsoft.com/.../install-win10 ).
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Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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Canadian Cops Trample Freedom Convoy Protesters With Their Horses (The elderly woman who was trampled died)

www.bitchute.com/.../OtFHtDzcItuT
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Such a massive show of power, killing the vulnerable and elderly according to plan. Ouch!
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Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, Canada is just a perimeter "take down". Canada, UK, Austria, Australia HAVE NO WEAPONS. You are therefore <rst in the

sea surrounding the USA where we have much more effective defense mechanisms. Its not about the virus or the shot as we all

know, those are just means to an end. The end is MASSIVE WEALTH TRANSFERS, right before that massive wealth transfer is

the MASSIVE POWER TRANSFER, this will happen right after the USA falls and IT MUST FALL BEFORE THE NEXT STOLEN

ELECTION (just in case).

The USA grantors, the taxpayer, has been steady printing money and the private Federal Reserve has been stealing this money,

trillions per month and lining the pockets of the worlds oligarachies for years and the world economy, ie, the USA for north

america and Germany for europe, has collapsed, even worse than in the years 2004 to 2016. This plandemic is not only

population correction it is a grand cover for infusing cash into the economies which in theory would stabilize stuff, which in fact

destroys economies, but the blind cannot see and the ignorant cannot reason
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Randyfast
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To all who replied; I apologize if I missed responding. I've had a crazy day! I <nally got windoze to install on the laptop...too

many obstacles to get into; and I was locked out of the CRA, due to my memory not working so well! I called them and sorted

things out; so, I hope to complete my income tax online, tomorrow. I will probably get out of bed at one or two AM again; which

will give me a chance to catch up.
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Beam me up, Scotty. The whole world has gone crazy. Heart transplant denied to patient who refused COVID vaccine : NPR

www.npr.org/2022/01/26/1076004339/heart-transplant-patient-unvaccinate..   Then, this. He must have been vaxinated… First

Pig-Heart Transplant Patient Once Stabbed a Man 7 Times (businessinsider.com)

 www.businessinsider.com/pig-heart-transplant-patient-once-stabbed-para..
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, discrimination against the unvaccinated reaches criminal limits Professional attention-seeker Piers Morgan is

leading the charge for unvaccinated people to face state-sanctioned discrimination after he asserted that those who haven't

had the COVID jab should be denied medical treatment. “Those who refuse to be vaccinated, with no medical reason not to,

should be refused NHS care if they then catch covid,” Morgan tweeted. “I’m hearing of anti-vaxxers using up ICU beds in London

at vast expense to the taxpayer. Let them pay for their own stupidity & sel<shness. "

summit.news/2021/07/28/piers-morgan-calls-for-unvaccinated-to-be-denie..
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Guillermo and all... Perhaps the unvaxed should not be taxed to pay for the vaxine propaganda, the vaxines and subsidies to

pharmaceutical companies, the vaxination sites/staff and the adverse events that take a toll on society.
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Gui - Piers Morgan is an arrogant FOOL who will do anything for a buck that Pharma feeds him - Morgan is no differnet than the

dogs that Pavlov conditioned to behave by offering them rewards for compliance
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM
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That's been happening for awhile. Disgusting, but nothing new.
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Couldn’t help but notice in the pig heart article, “everyone deserves medical treatment”…. All except the un/vax ={
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This is one reason for the new vacation destination on Mars!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

In early 2020 I was on FB for a few short months before they started putting warning labels on my posts, blocking my posts,

deleting posts, suspending my acct for various periods of time, etc all this was because I questioned ??? the lock downs,

masks, jab and whether it really was as deadly as we were being told ??? I received INNUMBERABLE death threats from FB

people. I was frequently told that should I contract cv that they hoped I died a horribly pain<lled death, that I should be refused

all medical treatment and many other anti-human sentiments based on my dying and the sooner the better. Refusing the

non-vaxx'd medical care is nothing new, it's been out there circulating across the globe for two years now. *And yes, I deleted FB

around May 2020 lol never looking back-
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Joined On 7/15/2011 11:26:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

how many times?! "Unusual or inexplicable fatigue" ala Gulf War Syndrome ALL. OVER. AGAIN! per the previously stated GWS

symptom of "ease of fatigue." only this time it seems orders of magnitude worse, as their shot now, just up and kills the person instead

of vaguely weakening them (what?! you LOOK perfectly healthy, your radiative pains and connective tissue disintegration is all in your

head!") sound familiar? phrases *I* have heard all too often, all while the >700 pages medical evaluations and i forget how many MRI &

xRays the u.s. army and the VA conducted clearly detail are conveniently ignored since my appearance is all they need to determine

health.
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Off subject but IMPORTANT BREAKING NEWS which may "disappear" : Canadian Politician tries to get an answer about Klaus Schwab

and WEF penetrating cabinets around the world including Canada. The speaker of the House interrupts the politician and tries to claim

the audio is not working: twitter.com/.../1495052763264425988  However the politician is quite right about Schwab's interference in

supposedly independent Democracy's as can be seen here: twitter.com/.../1485982015048622090
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Thank you N.W. Precisely my recent comment on the WEF Global Leaders, I wrote: Countries from all over the world are

represented in the World Economic Forum's latest crop of 112 potential globalist leaders. This class joins such luminaries of the

radical left as Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Peter Buttigieg, Emmanuel Macron, Gavin Newsom, Angela Merkel, Jacinda Ardern, and

many others. According to its website, the Young Global Leaders are made up of "more than 1,400 members and alumni from

120 nationalities."

Individuals are trained to be "Aligned with the mission of the World Economic Forum", to "advance public-private cooperation in

the global public interest", they are the integral part of Davos.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..  (12/26/2021) Now this statement, “I have to say,

when I mention names now, like Ms. (Angela) Merkel and even Vladimir Putin and so on, they have all been Young Global

Leaders from the World Economic Forum. But what we are very proud of now is the young generation like Prime Minister

(Justin) Trudeau.

“Schwab and the WEF had help in setting up their Canadian in<ltration mission, including from Trudeau’s former chief of staff,

Gerald Butts, a participant in the WEF’s Davos conferences and a leading backroom organizer of the Trudeau government’s

ideological gambits. When it comes to subversive plans to overthrow the free-world economy, few are larger in scope than the

WEF's global scheme to remake the world and install a new form of “capitalism” based on the recruitment of corporate leaders

into the role of government.” <nancialpost.com/opinion/terence-corcoran-in-canada-follow-the-money-..  (02/18/2022)
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Hi Newlands, Schwab has been working on in<ltration using his WEF Young Leaders <nishing school for 30 years or so. Look

online for when he <rst started the WEF - shocking how young he looked at that time. Now he looks like a typical James Bond

007 villian, yes? Sigh, where is agent 007 when we really need him?
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Thank you Gui for your post, and for showing how the infuence of these megalomaniacal Globalists are destroying democracy,

truth, health and freedom across the world. And how their monetary infuence is sabotaging our God Given Rights along the way.

Just how many of these people we trust to defend our sovereignty are diabolical fork-tongued traitors, trying to destroy it.  Hi

realrose. Ha ha. Yes I can see Schwab being cast as Blofeld. With a cat on his knee that has been chipped with a NWO

digital/passport implant to allow it attend high-security Davos meetings, (proabably with a hidden microphone to listen to

"gossip"). . We urgently need a new James Bond character to rescue us from bank-rolled tyranny!
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MORE DEMONIC TYRANNY FROM TRUDEAU'S NAZI'S: twitter.com/.../1
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"Permit me to control [issue] the [fake] money and I care not who makes the laws" Mayer Amschel Rothschild
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Steve Kirsch interviewing Anna Foster the embalmer became hostile and accusatory towards her for not having more in-depth

conversations concerning her clot discovery and it’s ties to the vaxx with her adult children. As a mother in the same situation with two

out of three adult children vaxx’d, along with their children, my innocent grandchildren. I 100% agreed with and support her decision

not to engage in a vaxx discussion. My relationship with my two vaxx’d children is strained to a <ne thread over covid. We have very

limited communication bc they view me as brainwashed and dangerous to society. Bringing up the vaxx in any manner is a death nail,

doing so would be relationship suicide which includes loss of my grandchildren. He was completely ignorant and insensitive to push in

the accusatory direction he took.
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Its a double-edged sword for sure. Steve had his daughter vaxxed at the beginning, and he is extremely regretful. My take is he

was trying to <nd out if her daughters were also boosted, or planning to get boosted, but he did not come out and say it. Not to

defend his push into this area. You are right, he isn't nearly sensitive as you'd be...
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rrealrose, He may not be as sensitive as I am, but I can't fathom that he isn't aware of the great divide in families; they have been

shattered over this topic for two whole years. Family division isn't new or sudden, it's been happening since the start. I challenge

anyone to read an article about cv where a person isn't sharing their heartbreak over the loss of familial relationship. But as you

say he had his own daughter vaxx'd so he leans towards herd mentality and fear, not contemplation and courage. I'm so thankful

I was here in Mercola land and also listening to Ivor Cummins. Ivor had so much convincing data that was readily available had

one the slightest inclination to look.
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katndognco - I think his failure to see the plan early on has prompted him to do his current work, including tracking all the

injuries and deaths, posting his comments, needling and harassing the CDC continuously and getting onto the reporting panel

for FDA approvals - many ways to assuage former failings...we each have our own ways. His way is to get in people's faces. - - -

- Consider this, we had an emergency heart transplant "in the extended family" last year for a genetic, inherited heart condition.

2 blended families involved, 4 kids, 3 dogs, several aunts and uncles, so everyone in the bubble or bubbles got vaxxed to protect

the immuno-compromised (except me, the autoimmune)...he just passed a year later, most likely from "protective" shots given.

My head is still reeling. Looking backward, its easy to see the standard mind-numbing narrative. Yet how can any doctor not

taken time to even look at these shots, much less analyze their effects? Reports are not hidden, all over pubmed. But at the

beginning of the rollout, it was not widely known; amounted to drug pushing laced with micro-clotting at its <nest.

Compassion??
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rrealrose, I'm terribly sorry for the loss of your loved one. I lost my mom to cancer Christmas 2021. I am thankful she did not get

vaxx'd but the real bonus is that her death cert states cancer, not cv...BOOM!!
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Yes, that's the good news!
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Just wondering what the pathologists are seeing???? Why haven’t these embalmers/mortiticians noti<ed the health authorities, the

local coroners????.
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See my reply somewhere above. You need a highly experienced pathologist, otherwise odd and strange occurences? these

details get passed off without notice. And besides, who in this misinformation environment, wants to stand out and call foul?

Who pays their paycheck?
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the embalmers are drinking cocktails all day, made from embalming fuid and 200 proof vodka- makes them the death of the

party, and makes it easy to ignore the genocide. . . the song Monster Mash [Mobster Mash] was banned in England in 1962. .

.www.youtube.com/watch
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WHY THEY ARE REMOVING THE MANDATES Nothing new there… They have been doing this for ages.  Even advertising contains

subliminal messages for the weak of mind and body. Ultimately they will use frequency weapons to direct those under control to

attack others… scalar… The experiment has reached critical mass…enough people have taken the vax to now infect the rest.  It’s the

spike protein/mrna/ attached to graphene nano that jumps from person to person thing to thing… That is what the AI and frequency

towers will connect to and command groups of humans to behave in certain ways.

Either your body handles the infux of nano and you <ght it and control your own body or you lose and it takes over.

projectcamelotportal.com/2022/02/10/why-they-are-removing-the-mandates..  5D CHESS: WAR GAMES WITH TRANSHUMAN

SOLDIERS There is more going on here…the Truckers are going to be used…. by the dark side to achieve their ends… and probably

blamed for food shortages as well. All actions have a positive and negative outcome… the dark side USES the light actions then bends

it in the direction they want it to go.

The thing is that I am convinced that the reason Boris Johnson announced dropping all the restrictions …which started the ball rolling

before the truckers hit the road…. even substantiates that the Covid experiment had achieved its objective and they got their critical

mass of vaxxed worldwide..took down economies, and delivered the TRANSHUMAN INJECTION so that a critical mass of humans now

are carriers….  The graphene oxide and spike protein delivery system…jumps from thing to thing person to person according to a deep

black source.  And futher substantiated by Michael Crichton’s well known novel PREY.  Chances are enough people will either die of the

injection or become transhuman in the coming days to give them plenty of bodies to engage in the <ght.

projectcamelotportal.com/2022/02/06/truckers-ukraine-and-the-vaxxed-tr..
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your thesis presumes that these Masters of War know what they are doing - I don't see it in this light - I think that they have NO

IDEA of the outcomes that their Death Instinct will cause - this is not intelligence but educated stupidity
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The trials, like the Grand Jury, the worldwide protests. the lawsuits and the collective immunity achieved by omicron will end the

mandates, as is already happening in several European countries. Journalist Josh Sigurdson of World Alternative Media

(WSAN) spoke about the worldwide protests against Wuhan's tyrannical coronavirus vaccine mandates. He referred to these

protests in Europe and North America in response to requirements for people to get vaccinated against COVID-19. “There are

massive protests in the streets in many places around the world.  I've been saying it for a while: It's not that protests really work,

but showing strength in numbers is what works. It is not about asking the government for permission. It is about saying to the

government: we do not need permission and we are the resistance”, said the executive director of WAM.

The CEO of WAM already predicted: “We see massive protests in Canada and at the US border as countless truckers create a

convoy against the vaccination mandates that have been put in place for these truckers. It's taking a big toll on the supply chain,

unsurprisingly. This is one of the best ways to protest: really force their hand."

www.brighteon.com/c167d5fc-1007-4bba-a216-35f06cb2ee7b  (2022)

newsinfo.inquirer.net/1543851/thousands-protest-covid-19-vaccine-pass-..  (2022)

www.lifesitenews.com/news/thousands-stand-in-protest-in-rome-and-milan..  (2022)
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Stan, purposely trained to be educated idiots. Specialist who know more and more about less & less. Mechanistic, reductionist

focus on just one or a few things and blindly missing the interconnectedness of the Whole. Meanwhile, Predator$ cherry pick

data to twist & turn their demented desires at our expense.
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When people do not assume their own evil, they will not understand what is the good
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Very kind of the Board Certi<ed Embalmer to want to prevent people from panicking BUT people SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THIS. There

is a very simple blood test called d-dimer, which detects clots, and it is treatable with many prescription and OTC medications, such as

a simple aspirin.... SPREAD THE WORD
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“Looks like heartworm in humans” Guess what I give my dog monthly for heartworm preventative? Ivermectin/Pyrantel.
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FDA = Fatal Drugs Allowed.  FDA + Big Pharma = revolving doors = NO protection for the American people.  American people need to

wake up, quit watching fake news; and QUIT trusting Big Government and the allopathic medical world.
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How about Fatal Drugs Approved
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Been has this down cold! This lecture was posted about 9 days ago, for his koolbeans followers: "Clots | Blood Vessel

Damage - This Is The Most Important Lecture for COVID" - https://youtu.be/ANmkIIxCQCw  - and he goes into his description of

long covid.
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Food grade ingredients:  Sodium bicarbonate (9 parts) Calcium chloride (1 p) Potassium bicarbonate (1 p) Magnesium chloride (1 p)

NAC (1 p) ALA (1 p) MSM (1 p) Mix them together and keep in a glass jar. The mix will have a pickled-cucumbers-in-brine smell like.

You can take 2 to 4 grams in about 200ml water 2-3 times a week. Lemon or lime juice and a pinch of raw sea salt can be added. Or

can be used as a daily basis in 500ml water from which we can drink over the day.
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pippa44
Joined On 2/5/2013 11:40:40 AM
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Looks like a great recipe. Which protocol is it from?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My ex was a funeral director. Sometimes he would <nd large blood clots, but never anything like this. The clot shot is doing horrible

things to the bodies of people. It’s not worth risking your life over. It’s like playing Russian roulette. I know more people that got it than

didn’t get it. I thought my friends would be too smart for this. One of them used to talk down to me like I was stupid. Who’s stupid now?
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gardenmomma
Joined On 3/2/2010 11:30:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all so horrifying!  People often say things like war are a result of man's true nature, I see it as the opposite. We are gullible to the

manipulation of those few who are truly corrupt because we cannot fathom that other people could be that evil. We project our own

goodness onto others and these psychopaths gladly use our projections as a mask to cover their own evil intentions. Virtue signaling

is encouraged to strengthen the deception. We are led into wars in a believe we are <ghting for a good cause, take the injection and

wear masks to protect others, support global warming measures to save the planet.

They control the media and our social institutions to promote all kinds of fears, which heightens our emotionality and blocks our

thinking. Social distancing and media instigated distrust of others with opposing beliefs furthers our emotionality. Of course we

desperately want to take correct actions in a time of crisis and are manipulated by this heightened drive to follow the people who

expertly know how to deceive us. In this state of fear it becomes impossible for most people to see how badly they have been played.

It is just too much to even imagine how evil the authorities have become.  I just checked in on a local Reddit thread and found a bunch

of parents lamenting that it was taking so long for all the children to become vaccinated. Not a word of dissent. These people have no

clue what they are up against, they have been led to truly believe these injections will save us from a deadly plague. God help us and

our children!
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can anyone still be ignorant of the risks associated with the jabs? apparently so. I saw Novak Djockovic interviewed by the BBC. When

asked if he was prepared to walk away from future big tournaments such as Wimbledon, he answered quietly but <rmly, yes. Walk

away from becoming the greatest player ever? again, in the aPrmative. But this is the strange part: the interviewer apparently totally

genuine, then looks him in the eye and says but why Novak? why? Crikey! where has the man been for the past months and years? has

he honestly not seen the sports people collapsing on the <elds and courts? The same with my doctor friends, quite happy to be

repeatedly jabbed and to continue jabbing others. And medical friends previously keen to discuss interesting alternative stuff now

stonewall me. Just like Eric Clapton gets stonewalled by friends. Absolutely bizarre. Good song by the way: "Stand and Deliver"
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmm!  What does the American Red Cross, desperate for blood donations, have to say about this?  If not jabbed and in need of a blood

transfusion, do you want "jabbed yet approved blood transfusions"? And, if transfused, will your medical records show that?

 Unprepared for the future, eh?
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've considered the same as well. WHO is receiving the non-jabbed blood donations? The elite? Most certainly, yes!
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup! The Red Cross in the uk has been promoting the j*b, they probably want j*bbed blood so they can spread what is in the j*b

to as many others as possible. They are probably in bed with either the gates monster or the united nations 'sustainable'

agenda. Moral to this story is go alternative asap.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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I have had the same questions. I am a blood donator, but have not donated since the jabs came out as I am uncertain if they will

even want my blood, will they pressure me to get the jab, will they pass on my unvaccinated status to other entities?
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crimes against Humanity, genocide, let the Nuremberg trials begin, those responsible must go down
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zumbacjg
Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article is horrifying & disgusting but I’m very glad to have read it —can’t gather the strength to watch the video, however. What I

found missing in the discussion is a comparison to the veins & arteries of unvaccinated people who died with COVID. Is it only the

vaccinated who end up with abnormal veins & arteries on their death beds? Or, does the spike protein from COVID cause the same type

of abnormalities? I know this information is just coming to light. I hope to read more about it. If the damage is revealed to be caused

by the vaccine —and the more jabs, the worse for your veins & arteries—I would expect the pharmaceutical industry to go to any length

to suppress such information—to the point of using any means to discredit the embalme(s). I hope they are prepared.
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geodevosyahoo.com
Joined On 7/30/2014 3:14:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well if you watched the video(s) as I did, you wouldn't know much more. I never saw anything like they describe. If this isn't a

hoax, where is the graphic evidence? I'm very disappointed.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

zumbac, re veins and arteries: see my post to juststeve above re aspirating the vaccine. N0-one talks about this.
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jil6784
Joined On 6/9/2014 10:53:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosebud10000 I watched the Novak interview also and thought much the same. The interviewer had no clue. He also is one of the

sheep following the wrong shepard. Our world is in a bad place and I know it is hard to watch, but for those of us who are followers of

Christ, this is not a surprise. Still, I will say it is hard to watch all of this unfolding before my eyes.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM
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I am still waiting for evidence that shows nothing bad is happening with the vaccine.
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Leecheng
Joined On 2/13/2022 8:06:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m happy to be denied the kind of medical treatment dispensed at hospitals today! Staying out of a hospital can save your life. Back to

the long strings of clots... Hypoascorbemia will create lipoprotein (a) plaque deposited in arteries which may explain the rise in heart

and vascular issues. This is best described by Linus Pauling and Mathias Rath in their ‘ Uni<ed theory of heart disease’. The spikes are

creating a massive need for vitamin c to feed immune cells and repair collagen <bers in the arteries to prevent bleeding out. That is

why the plaque is created. It’s a patch that only is made by those creatures incapable of creating their own vitamin c.
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pippa44
Joined On 2/5/2013 11:40:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It may well be FIBRIN. Dr Resia Pretoria , Research Professor in Stellenbosch SA, has done extensive research on how microclots are

formed, for patients with Long Covid. Also research from California. The long strands in your video may well be extensions of that?

 Blood clotting mechanism is hyper activated by S1 part of Spike protein, in vaccine OR infection, leading to reduction in fow of

nutrients and oxygen from blood to tissues, leading to tissue hypoxia. Some recover in few weeks, and some don’t. It is not known

why. Severe case can be removed from body mechanically (like kidney dialysis machine) . The machine is called HELP Apheresis and

the blood is removed from one arm, Fibrin separated out, and blood returned via other arm.

More than 1 cycle may be needed. Machines are very scarce and only 100s treated so far. You have them in US. Germany, Turkey and

Russia. (Were used in Germany to remove LDL from blood.) The focus is on Microclots, so not clear whether they could pull out the

long strands, but patients have been recovering from some Long Covid symptoms( eg tachycardia,high blood pressure, PEM,

shortness breath, cough) The blood test needed is called Venous Saturation Test, which is done in hospital with a blood gas syringe

and immediately in a blood gas analyser. Oxygen saturation in the venous blood should be 65 to 75% , showing tissue hypoxia if lower.

I have been researching for Long Covid myself (UK)
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Joeyglo
Joined On 2/17/2022 9:27:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

3 to 5 years. That’s the plan. Millions dead from the jab.
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enjoytheday
Joined On 6/5/2009 6:51:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is true! Over a year ago our embalmer (I work at several funeral homes) started talking about how so many people were full of

clots, and not normal clots, odd suspicious clotting. I am happy to see this come to light because we know it is happening.
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NewCreation
Joined On 4/29/2008 1:03:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Embalming…I decided on a green burial a couple of years ago. Don’t know if this is true but I’ve read every cemetery can do it but they

don’t offer them & hope you don’t ask. Embalming is disgusting to me. Glad to be reminded how much I don’t want it even though I will

not be in the vessel 

🤣😇

 Put me in the ground and go celebrate I’m with Jesus <><
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NewCreation, I totally agree. What is the point of embalming? Seems to be a US choice, not so popular elsewhere. Green burial

can mean a lot of things - what exactly did you have in mind?
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shampoo1
Joined On 8/4/2021 5:21:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello to my favorite physician!  This is absolutely horri<c beyond words, and yet I have no doubt based on the clotting of 2 of my

parents in the last few months. My dad in his lung and his on blood thinners to help treat it, however scans show many smaller spots

throughout both. My mom… I’ve been so worried as her D-Dimer levels were 1,600 (less than 500 is normal) during an intense

post-shot hospitalization in May in which she suffered Flash Pulmonary Edema and extremely diPcult to control blood pressure

volatility. Images showed no clots at that time.  By Oct, D-Dimer had dropped to 1,200. Still so high! Last week during a lab draw, two

techs gave up. They could not draw blood due to clotting.

So frightening! A doctor <nally prescribed blood thinners. Would the D-Dimer be indicative of what they are experiencing in these

videos? If so, might that test be a recommendation for anyone worried who might want to try to normalize it?  Needless to say, mom is

sick. She’s in bed all the time, not thinking well, always congested and coughing, etc. Going in for some imaging this week.  I refuse to

be involved in any further shots for my parents. My sister is fying out next week to drag them in for their 3rd at the insistence of our

other siblings. Unreal.  For your readers, I love you all. You are all so wise and strong and ethical and healthy! Keep strong!  Keep

united!
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Boy, did the media jump on this one, trying desperately to sound like experts and refute it. Just like the immediate denial of Plandemic
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is wi< cooking their blood due to the graphene hydroxide in it which may make large clots? Some Moderna vials had parasites...they

said hydra. Lyme is also a bio-weapon. Did they add that to vials?
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More evidence the vax is a kill shot.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bio weapon.
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norecovery
Joined On 8/31/2021 11:36:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cremation for my remains, thank you just the same.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have there not been any of these clots discovered and reported during an autopsy?
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Mehlinda
Joined On 9/28/2009 12:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this man in Bc Canada had to have surgery, bet they puled out some stuff from his veins, he is trying to get compensation for vaccine

injury, no luck. bc.ctvnews.ca/it-s-been-beyond-frustrating-b-c-man-<ghting-for-compen..
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kkolberg
Joined On 7/8/2011 8:02:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why isn't someone analyzing these <bers and reporting on it and not just talking about it?
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HIghtails
Joined On 8/22/2011 9:57:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have phlebotomists at blood banks, clinics and hospitals also encountered these? Seems like they would, and they would have to have

brought them to the attention of medical authorities with more credibility that undertakers.
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, my son in law got vaxd in 2020. On Xmas eve he went to er with diPculty breathing. He was diagnosed with a heart

attack. Hs blood was clotting. Now he will be on blood thinners the rest of his life. He was only about 30 at the time. He is still living.
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if this also often happens to anyone getting Covid. I wonder if it happens with Omicron. I wonder if it happens to people who

get Covid but have minor or no symptoms. If it does, it would be great to have a study to see if Lumbrokinase Enymes prevent or

reverse the clots in people who are other wise health and don't know they have Covid clots. I wonder how long a person should take

Lumbrokinase Enzyme supplement to completely reverse the clots that a person who is not tested for clots to consider themselves

free from this danger. Lots and lots of questions. Lots to learn from Covid if the studies could be done before Covid vanishes as it is

highly likely Covid will return in the future. Also, does a time restricted diet also reduce risk of getting Covid clots?
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VTSkier
Joined On 10/14/2011 1:06:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Considering that all of the embalmers didn't see these new kinds of clots at all before the vaccine roll-out, even though Covid-19

was around for quite a while beforehand and killed many people that they would have embalmed, it really looks like at least

mRNA vaccine caused (adenovirus vectored as well?), not SARS-CoV-2. People who perform autopsies or embalming should

keep stats, ideally with vaccination status, manufacturer, number of shots, cofactors such as Factor V Leiden, date of

vaccination(s), degree of String Fibrin (if it is <brin) Clots (SFC?), etc.  Also studies should take samples of SFCs and

experiment with different <brinolytic agents (rutin, lumbrokinase, serrapeptase, nattokinase, etc.) to see which single enzyme or

combinations of enzymes enzymatically break down these SFCs.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have a disease that apparently runs strong in bats. These strange mammals use high temperature blood to kill or make harmless

these viruses associated with COVID. These high temperatures are vented back to normal temperatures in their wing-like structures.

Antiviral anti-parasite medicines appear to work against the viruses mentioned. Has someone else made the connection? Because

what I see is a virus working in partnership with something much larger than a virus. Has anyone made a study of viruses inside of

worm-like creatures? If I were treating this and I am no doctor of medicine I would be tempted to duplicate what happens inside a bat

only inside a human being.

That means boiling the blood to about 105-110 degrees before it reaches the brain cooling it back to normal temperatures and doing it

constantly. The weakened or dead virus is then taken out by the patient's immune system which may also provide future immunity. But

while this is fairly complicated, it is not a ventilator. I am a <ghter by nature. During World War II I had just about every illness under the

sun and my survival gave me multiple immunity to most of Britain's diseases of the time caused by malnutrition. I was born in 1942.

So three years of that was basically enough to kill anyone. My mother had a genetic defect and reversed nipples.

She could not breast feed anyone. But her three sisters could and lived right next door. I think but cannot prove that those aunts of

mine breast fed me during that world war and the intense rationing of food. I did it all over again when we moved to America. I was

diagnosed in Canada with severe malnutrition. After having my tonsils removed, everything changed. With far better nutrition I

completely recovered. My own analysis is that viruses are alive only when they are awakened in a biological cell. If the cell is poisoned

in a way that the cell is immune to the virus breaks up.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My father had several childhood diseases before the age of one and was lucky to survive. What did the doctor prescribe?

Whiskey water.  Not saying that whiskey water saved his life, but rather that he survived in spite of it. My father is still alive and

well and still living in his own home at the age of 88. He rarely got sick with any virus outside of the common cold. Almost

forgot to add that as a young teen he contracted an unidenti<ed virus that a few other young men in his home town also had. He

was the only one that survived. What doesn't kill you makes you stronger, there is a lot to be said for natural immunity.
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VTSkier
Joined On 10/14/2011 1:06:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A disturbing thought: What about the Federal Government reducing their Social Security and Medicare liabilities through the jabs?

They also collect larger death taxes if people die before they can spend it in retirement? Nah, I'm sure that's way too macabre!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, the insurance companies are not happy at all right now, neither are the <nancial/investment sector downgrading P<zer and

Moderna. See the link I posted under Stan above, to the Infowars interview. Its an hour well spent.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First thing I thought of when the virus <rst appeared in China was that the Chinese Government <gured out a way to rid

themselves of their unproductive elderly population.
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VTSkier
Joined On 10/14/2011 1:06:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question: I have Factor V Leiden and blood type O- (which has lower risk than the other blood types). After reading Dr. Mercola article,

I started alternate days of one capsule lumbrokinase or one capsule serrapeptase. I'm also on daily low-dosage aspirin (81mg). Are

there risks for upping that to two capsules twice a day? That's four times the dosage. Also, is there any data yet on linear clots (my

term) vs. vaccine type (including number of boosters)?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See the Dr Been lecture I posted below. Spend the time, no one can answer your question, frankly you sound a bit off kilter, as

low dose aspirin causes leaky gut - a sure sign of trouble ahead.
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raagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't worry folks, these COVID-shot clots are perfectly safe. Once you're dead, they will not harm you.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I play hockey in San Diego. I've listened to the conversations of the players getting jabbed and what drug company. The kool-aid

drinkers truly believe they're now immortal. To the best of my knowledge, there have been 3 deaths while playing over the past 3

months. Perhaps more than I'm unaware of as some sickly ones are taking time away. What did all 3 players have in common? All

received the jabs including the booster. I'm unsure of this but it seems that the booster was their knock-out punch. The deaths have

been called, "Heart attacks!" Conveniently, right?  They have it all. Will anything happen? Let's hope and pray:

rumble.com/vv7go5-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-opening-statements-grand-jury-o..
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the UK on TV, there has been a massive increase in ads for cremations rather than burials. After a cremation one cannot do an

autopsy
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JAMK
Joined On 10/31/2006 10:16:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent interview and information...as always! Thank you!
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I saw this video shortly after it came out. Aside from the visual grossness, it was disturbing. I hope the embalmer(s) have turned this

in for analysis. It's critical to know what it is to save lives. I'll bet on what caused it, like he did, but we need to know for sure.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So can't prove it yet he has never SEEN such things and occurring in 50-80% of the cases the past few months and NEVER saw in pre

2020. Just what is gonna be NEEDED to "prove" these injections are killing and maiming in far larger #'s than negligible?
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arirub
Joined On 5/2/2020 2:49:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks so much, Dr. Mercola, as always! You provide such valuable and thorough info.  Is turkey high in linoleic acid? I couldn't <nd

de<nitive info for that.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Turkey meat has water as its main component, since around 75% of its composition is present, which makes it a low-calorie

food, since approximately one serving provides 161 kcal. Its proteins of high biological value, that is, it contains all the essential

amino acids that our body needs. Turkey is considered lean meat, as long as you eat it without the skin. Bird skins contain fats.

It contains vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, B9, B12, D and E, and minerals, such as phosphorus, calcium, iodine, manganese,

magnesium, potassium, iron, zinc, copper, sodium and selenium. In the link the content of fatty acids, vitamins and minerals. In

100 gr of turkey meat there are 7.36 gr of fat, saturated fatty acids 2,216, monosaturated 2,527, omega 3 0.30 and 0mega 6

0.09. This composition varies according to the feeding of the turkey.

pinkbird.org/food/es/nutritionCalculator/Pavo,%20entero,%20cuello,%20s..
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I eat turkey all the time. I use ground turkey for goulash, burgers, etc. I like it much better than beef. I like chicken, but after

reading Dr Mercola’s articles about it, I’m afraid to eat it and I have a freezer full of chicken
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Common link seen in Covid plannedemic-genocide and Olympics scandal. When the New York Times writes that the so-called

‘Olympic Committee’ aims to ‘redistribute’ ice-skating team medals – does this mean stripping Russia of more medals on account of a

single athlete, Kamila Valieva? To punish the entire Russian team and indirectly President Putin and the Russian people? This whole

scandal seems like another all-familiar politically-motivated ploy by the Anglo-Saxon global elites (USA-England) who keep agitating

and provoking Russia on all fronts. People who orchestrate Covid virus-jab genocide (see Dr. David Martin ‘Covid Conspirators’ videos)

can certainly arrange, <x, or falsify a positive drug test.

It’s the easiest thing to do. With the IOC head Thomas Bach blatantly lying about seeing “what appeared to be tremendous coldness, it

was chilling to see this” that Valieva received from her coaches after her distraught performance, suggests that either he is part of a

deliberate plot to sabotage the Russian team, or he is whistleblowing a conspiracy against Russia, because what we all saw on TV was

the opposite – hugs and encouragement given to Valieva. Perhaps he did not agree with what the elites told him to say? And then

there is Alexandra Trusova who got a silver. The NYT said the reason Trusova’s emotional outbursts after the last skater, Kamila

Valieva, who uncharacteristically fell and faltered, <nishing 4th, was that Trusova was upset she didn’t get gold.

This is not the impression we got. It seemed rather that Trusova in a <t of anger refused several times to go stand on the podium

because of the grief she and the whole team received from the scandal, and then after seeing her teammate and friend Valieva

succumb to the pressure and hostile environment against her and her team because of the alleged positive drug test, knowing Valieva

well and what performance Valieva was capable of, Trusova appeared angry at the Olympic Committee and the oPcials who did
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not conduct themselves fairly. For whatever reason and whatever ‘rule’ given, everybody understands that Valieva’s positive drug

test back in December 2021 should have been settled one way or another right there and then in December and not in the midst

of Olympic competition in February 2022. And that’s the crux of it. Russians are generous and genuine people, not self-centered

and all smiles like other athletes or coaches of other nations may display – and should not be judged by those who don’t

understand it. Mr. Bach knows better and as head of IOC he is the last person who should have made such remarks. Rissian

response called them 'inappropriate an wrong'.

The fact is THEY are trying to break the whole Russian team, esp the blond-haired coach that NBC reporters have been

targeting, the same coach who turned the whole team around and propelled them back to former high standards. There should

be an investigation, narrow down the individuals who had access to the test sample, who Valieva was in contact with in Dec

2021, etc. IF foul play did take place then criminal charges should be <led against those involved and Mr. Bach should resign

because it happened under his watch – with an oPcial apology giveen to the entire Russian team, and to ALL athletes. If the

USA people and government truly care about their athletes and truly wish to improve USA’s medal counts in future competition,

may i suggest that they start supporting them.

USA Olympic hopefuls have to bear all expenses themselves, and so USA is missing out on a lot of talent whose families simply

cannot afford to pay travel, food, and shelter costs. Surely, for the richest country in the world this shouldn’t be too much to ask

– if the nation truly cares and is not “chilling” and not devoid of “coldness”. That’s how a small country as Norway can achieve

29 medals, currently the leader, and Russia with 26 medals in 2nd place – by giving that needed support – the kind that seems

to have eluded Mr. Bach.
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Hello!  I've a couple of questions around the clots that the above article mentions that some embalmers have found. 1- Have any of

these clots been found in people who have NOT be vaccinated, but did contract COVID-19? 2- When taking the Fibrinolytic enzymes, do

these enzymes actually go into the bloodstream/organs to dissolve existing clots? Thanks for your time and information!
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I have been suffering from a long post covid symptoms. My pulse rate is always elevated. I have some infammation in my gut as if

there is something burning there. So, do I need to take additional D3?
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You might have developed POTS-Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia Syndrome. Go to Dysautonomia international site and read

about it. You can test yourself at home. Check your HR lying down <rst, then standing, -wait 2 min then check, then another 2

min and check again. Don't move when you are checking- stand still. If HR is elevated more than 30bpm when standing

compared to supine position, you probably have POTS. It is con<rmed by Tilt Table Test if you really want a de<nitive diagnosis.

Ask your doctor for Atenolol-the only cardio-selective beta-blocker and the safest, NOT other "LOL"s which are plentiful

(propranolol, metoporol, toporol etc), and take 1/4 of 25mg.

If 1/4 didn't slow your HB, then take 1/2 in 6-8hr. Don't start any other heart medications- It might go away on its own. Your

doctor might try to convince that atenolol is an "old" medicine, trust ME, who has POTS, you don't need them, unless something

else is happening with your CVS. Now about your guts- buy Seabuckthorn OIl- not cosmetic, but real one and start taking on

empty stomach-1tsp. I only buy from one place Siberian Tiger Naturals. Never buy on Amazon. Secondly Start Taking

L-Glutamine on empty stomach- I buy Pure Encapsulations brand.

One more thing- simmer fax seeds-fresh of course, not stale, for 15-20 min, then remove seeds and drink gooey like

liquid-excellent for stomach and intestinal pain- again-better works on empty stomach, so do it before bedtime or <rst thing in

the morning and in between meals. All 3, hopefully will restore your stomach and intestinal lining. Lastly, go to a reputable

acupuncturist and TCM herbalist. If an acupuncturist runs his practice like a conveyor, stay away-you can read reviews on

Google. Good acupuncturist is hard to <nd and sometime you have to wait to get an appointment. Get well.
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How can anyone even function with clots like that?... because... the... heart... is... NOT... a... PUMP.  Dr. Thomas Cowan, M.D. explains

how the human heart is not what pumps blood through the body. Shot at the Health and Human Rights Summit in Tucson, Arizona on

March 12, 2020.  www.youtube.com/watch  The heart is not a pump: a refutation of the pressure propulsion premise of heart function

- Vascular Flow Technologies vascular-fow.com/clinical-abstracts/heart-pump-refutation-pressure-pr..  Eugenics works... be sure to

never underestimate the globalist rancher's ability to "do the necessary" as required.

Ice Age Eugenics and Biodigital-convergence Now.info https://electroverse.net/

 ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..  [made simple for those with eyes/ears for the "why

now" which explains/justi<es the "why" for the real-time, right here, right now big big culling/business by the billionaire boys club

marxist socialist (((Bolshevik))) ranchers on the big (((kosher))) ranch ball]... and it's OK... just never ever let the dirty buggers getcha

down.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is The C-19 Spike Protein Different Than The Natural Spike Proteins? Billions Of Lives Ate At Stake Claims Preprint Study!

https://thetruedefender.com/

is-the-c-19-spike-protein-different-than-the-natural-spike-proteins-billions-of-lives-ate-at-stake-claims-preprint-study/    Horri<c P<zer

Data Unlocked By 80-Year-Old Academic! [WATCH] - 1 min ago In the video below, you will hear about his past work lecturing in data

organizations and control opens up what we could call P<zer’s previously tightly drawn dark curtains.  https://thetruedefender.com/

horri<c-p<zer-data-unlocked-by-80-year-old-academic-watch/#insticator-commenting     Here’s The Proof: US Directed Energy

Weapons Used To Burn The Australian’s Faces  https://thetruedefender.com/

heres-the-proof-us-directed-energy-weapons-to-burn-the-australians-faces/   The True Defender https://thetruedefender.com/   USSA

News  https://ussanews.com/  [space] https://dailynewsbreak.org/  [space] https://amg-news.com/ archives/12959   <[but this card

might just "Trump" them all]  https://amg-news.com/   Michael Jaco, LT.

Scott Bennett & Patrick Bergy: Situation Update Thursday, February 10, 2022 [full spectrum pre-mini/maxi ice age treason/eugenical

selective cull/biodigital-convergence of/against all of humanity simultaneously in real-time, right here, right now - big big business by

the billionaire boys club marxist socialist (((Bolshevik))) ranchers on the big (((kosher))) ranch ball]  

idw.community/group/VoluntaryMutualDefense/discussion/313021/situation..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh My Gods......this Really makes be wanna ROCK!!!!!!!!!! <,,,,,>>>> !!

 music.youtube.com/watch?v=SOFCQ2bfmHw&list=RDAMVMSOFCQ2bfmHw  Nothing like !!!Pockin'OnMyMountian !!!!!!!
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candigirltoo
Joined On 11/29/2008 11:58:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

serrapeptase always makes me vomit about 3 hours after taking it. anyone know why that might be?
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tried serrapeptase, many years ago when it was advertised as a natural enzyme derived from silkworms. I didn't like it and

discarded it because it irritated me. Nowadays, per Wikipedia (a corporate-friendly site), it's "...produced by non-pathogenic

enterobacterium Serratia sp. E-15, now known as Serratia marcescens ATCC 21074. This microorganism was originally isolated

in the late 1960s from silkworm Bombyx more L. (intestine)."
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bonlucie
Joined On 10/20/2009 11:51:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can anyone recommend a brand of <brinolytic enzymes ?
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Live Feed from Ottawa - the police are moving in and using LRAD https://youtu.be/huPB1_5tAbA  The police are just doing what they

are told - absolute proof they are incapable of critical thinking ...another live feed from Ottawa - police just sprayed tear gas

https://youtu.be/ZtbuGaxfIg0
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LRAD: Long Range Acoustic Device. Per Wikipedia (a corporate-friendly site) gave a quote from the Academy of Doctors of

Audiology: "Individuals exposed to weaponized LRAD use at the 2009 G20 Summit experienced mild traumatic brain injuries,

permanent hearing loss, tinnitus (ringing in the ears), eardrum perforation (holes), ear pain, dizziness, and disorientation."
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toolapcblack
Joined On 10/1/2014 7:10:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone needs to watch the latest Richplanet Tv show (295) He examines a vax vial to con<rm the <ndings of others. please watch &

share this with as many people as possible www.richplanet.net/richp_genre.php?ref=295&part=1&gen=99
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worldwide 1776 is probably going to be unavoidable if something drastic does not happen to the satan worshiping socialist fascist

communist khazarian bolshevik fake Jews that control the planet ( big pharma, big business, big banks, big food, etc..) It is time for

humanity to take the planet back from these psychopaths and destroy them forever.
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olgaland
Joined On 2/22/2010 5:09:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

**This is a now a time worldwide 'distress' - Mt. 24:29. What else could it be at this moment other than the GREAT

TRIBULATION? WE ARE IN REVELATION CH 6 RIGHT NOW, (at the precipice of SEAL #3. The mark of the beast is getting VERY

CLOSE, as is PARADISE for the faithful!!! We do not know when the antichrist starts to reign, but we do know his reign will only

last for 42 months (Rev. 13:5) and will be terminated when Jesus returns to the Mt. of Olives to set up his 1,000 year reign (Rev.

19:19-21; Rev. 20). **The 1,000 year reign is 42 months after the antichrist starts to reign!!!! MAYBE the beast's reign will start

with the war on the saints (Rev. 13:7 cf. Dan. 7:25b), but that is not a de<nite. www.evangelicaloutreach.org/markbeast.htm
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olgaland
Joined On 2/22/2010 5:09:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

QUANTUM DOT TATTOO (QDT) as PROOF OF VA66INATION COMPLIANCE delivered along with a MICRONEEDLE VA66INE (Skin

Patch) will be the MARK OF THE BEAST (NOT the hypodermic needle/syringe they have been using up to now- Feb 19, 2022). IT

LOOKS LIKE A BAND-AID. QDT will use Lucifer-ase enzyme that makes microneedles patch glow under a smart phone app or scanner--

it is not about immunity; it is about IDENTITY and TRACKING!!! CLICK ON THE LINK TO SEE PICTURES OF THIS NEW TECHOLOGY! It

can even be sent to you via the mail, Fed Ex, UPS, etc.. www.evangelicaloutreach.org/.../microneedle-MOTB.jpg  

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-before-after.jpg

 www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-vax-record-on-skin.jpg   THIS CAN COME IN THE MAIL OR BY FED EX.

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-mark-diagram.jpg   www.evangelicaloutreach.org/markbeast.htm
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klbuhagiar
Joined On 3/28/2011 8:25:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I desperately need Dr. Aseem Malhotra’s cardiology journal reference that he tweeted about. Dr. Mercola referenced his tweet, but not

the actual journal article. It is such important info. to show doubling of ACS syndrome!!! Please can anyone help me?
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

klbuhagiar Yes, Malhotra's book on statins is excellent btw. Those with high LDL appear to live longer than those on statins for

sure.  Incidentally my (UK) GP prescribed statins after a series of tests that showed nothing wrong with me. I'm 77. I avoid

processed food and take the useful supplements we all know about here. The letter notifying me said that I could be in danger

of a heart attack in the next ten years (!) if I did not take up the offer. When I went to the pharmacy for another prescription there

were two packs of statins there. I returned them to the practice at the next checkup and the nurse and I tore up all the packets,

removing any name references, chucking them into the bin :-) Doctors are a strange lot. (btw someone friend-requested me

recently and I pressed the 'no' button by mistake. Please try again (Hilde).
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

klbuhagiar. I was looking for the same thing. I like to have the actual research articles also, not just someone's tweet or a third

party article mentioning a study. If anyone <nds the link, please email to me at sfaherty810@gmail.com. In the meantime, I will

keep looking... Thanks in advance, all.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a link to Dr. Gundry article in "Circulation" about ACS rates in his clinics, where they normally tested each patient in

practice before and after their shots. That wasn't their plan, just happened that way. Don't know if this will help or not:

www.ahajournals.org/.../circ.144.suppl_1.10712  - keep in mind, this has been fact checked, brutally stomped on with fact

checkers trying to make this information go away.
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geodevosyahoo.com
Joined On 7/30/2014 3:14:03 PM
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OK where is the "graphic content"? I audited these videos and failed to see anything remotely like a wormlike clot or in fact any clot at

all. What is the warning about? Is there any substance to this story? In spite of the beating Dr. Mercola is taking in the mainstream

media I still respect his advice but this is a bit much to swallow.
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Watch the <rst video with Dr. Jane Ruby. About 2:39 the graphics of the bloody clots are shown. The clots are like a rubbery

artery that has grown within the artery and can be very long. I don't think they are described as being wormlike.
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Substack is not free Please correct this Dr Mercola
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Mercola proudly supports these charities and organizations. View All ,

Disclaimer: The entire contents of this website are based upon the opinions of Dr. Mercola, unless otherwise noted. Individual articles are based upon the opinions of the respective

author, who retains copyright as marked. The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a quali<ed health care professional and is not

intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you to

make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a quali<ed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a

medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.

If you want to use an article on your site please click here. This content may be copied in full, with copyright, contact, creation and information intact, without speci<c permission, when

used only in a not-for-pro<t format. If any other use is desired, permission in writing from Dr. Mercola is required.
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